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TuffStuff Half Cage with Smith Machine Complete Set
(CSM-725WS)  

 

TuffStuff's exclusive Half Cage with Ball
Bearing Multi Press CSM-725WS offers
not only guided and free barbell training,
but also a dual cable pull system for varied
fitness and strength training in addition to
a fixed lat pull/row station.

 CHF 6'890.00  
      

      

TuffStuff's Evolution series includes a Smith Machine / Half Cage Ensemble (CSM-725WS). The Smith
Machine attachment features a 7° incline to allow for a natural range of motion. With enclosed self-
aligning linear bearings, the pressing system combines with a half free weight rack and safe safety stops
to safely perform a variety of free weight exercises.

The Smith Machine / Half Cage Ensemble comes standard with a built-in pull-up bar, Olympic bar
storage, weight plate storage and the TuffStuff Multi-Purpose Bench (CMB-375). The Smith press bar
(starting weight of 12.6kg) stores easily to allow full access to workouts at the cable station. With fully
adjustable high/low cable pulley columns, a dual cable lat station and a fixed low rowing station, the
CSM725WS allows for an almost unlimited number of functional and free weight training exercises.

Features:

Free weight rest with 18 rest positions (height adjustable).
7° inclination for a natural motion sequence
ball-bearing mounted multi-press with guided 50mm bar and compensating self-balancing
bearing system, as well as safety stopper
width between the weight plates: 170cm
maximum weight load approx. 280kg
Safety rests
snap locks on the weight and safety rests for easy adjustment
built-in pull-up bar for narrow and wide grip positions
2-position, height-adjustable cable pulley system with 90kg weight magazine with rotating pulley
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holders allows unilateral or bilateral movements
cable pulls 14-way height adjustable
separate lat/rowing station with 2-position pull system for unilateral or bilateral movements
foot rest for rowing pulley
wide base provides space for benches, wheelchairs and accessories
weight magazine protective cover
10 Olympia disc holders
bar holder for 50mm bars
Training bench CMB-375 included in delivery
leg section (CLC-385) and biceps pad (CPA-316) for bench available as option
stable round tube construction
color: platinum

Use: home use to light commercial use
Equipment dimensions: L205 x W203 x H213cm, weight: 192kg
Accessories: workout bench, 6 50mm diameter disc pads (attached to frame)
Options: Barbell bar, discs
Warranty: 2 years on labor & material (excluding cables & pads), 30 years on frame
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